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OFFICE FURNITURE 21XX - The Online Trade Fair for Office Equipment and Supplies 

EXPO21XX is presenting the OFFICE FURNITURE 21XX (http://www.expo21xx.com/office21xx/), an 

online-exhibition of all aspects of office and building equipment. Whether, open plane office, 

business center or airport buildings, OFFICE FURNITURE 21XX displays furniture for all facility needs, 

both in modern and innovative design as well as classic and simple. OFFICE FURNITURE 21XX 

contains an incomparable range of individual office accessories designed to improve any kind of work 

space. Today people sometimes spend a quarter of their lifetime in the office why an own idustry 

provide practical optimizations of working conditions. These suppliers get the possibility by 

EXPO21XX to exhibit their innovative solutions permanently on OFFICE FURNITURE 21XX. 

 

Bild: Screenshots “OFFICE FURNITURE 21XX” 

 

Particular eye-catchers at the OFFICE FURNITURE 21XX are coffee bars in the Online-hall Office 

Furniture Systems (http://expo21xx.com/office21xx/office-systems.htm). This luxurious office 

furniture generates a perfect fusion of hand-made furniture systems and conventional coffee 

makers. The various coffee bar types (http://www.expo21xx.com/office21xx/15246_st2_office-

systems/) fit aesthetically into any conference, office or residential space and optimize them. Thanks 
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to the built-in coffee machines can instantly delicious coffee creations are magically without lengthy 

office or conference table with everyone. 

In Department Conference Furniture (http://www.expo21xx.com/office21xx/conference.htm) you 

will be impressed by innovative conference tables. The C4 conference table, for example, has a built-

in video conference system. The table tops are equipped with a pivoting mechanism for optimized 

use of the video conference installation. When opened the pivoting table tops seat participants in a 

V-shape around the table, allowing for best viewing positions as well as full camera inclusion of all 

participants.  

The hall Technical Furniture & Workstations (www.expo21xx.com/office21xx/technical.htm) offers 

a large portfolio of different workstations. These workstations are extremely versatile and work in 

many cases like a convertible kit. With only a few basic building blocks they can be put together at 

will and realize many different forms. These systems fulfil highest demands with regard to 

ergonomics, quality and design. You will find suitable desk programmes for every working area in a 

modern office – from the reception through to the conference zone. 

Especially for international office space planners and architects OFFICE FURNITURE 21XX is a forum 

to find relevant partners for future projects or to get suggestions. However, large enterprises and 

wholesale are the relevant target group of the OFFICE FURNITURE 21XX, whose large volume of 

orders can be implemented within a short time. 

 

About EXPO21XX 

EXPO21XX is an online exhibition platform was founded in 2000 to bring the conventional trade fairs 

to the internet. Conventional trade fairs demand that you display your brands or products short-term 

at one location, mostly for a few days or a week. EXPO21XX.com serves as a better alternative by 

bringing the products online to help manufacturers virtually and yet profitably launch their products. 

The essences of the products are presented through quality videos, images and descriptions.   

More than 3500 exhibitors from America, China, Russia, and South Africa to Europe present their 

products and solutions in over 360 exhibition halls. The products include but not limited to electric 

motors, sailing yachts, agricultural machinery and industrial robots. EXPO21XX.com is continuously 

working to open other areas of research to enable and promote innovative ideas as well as 

interdisciplinary and developmental projects. Further, it plans to develop other new business areas 

and exhibition tools to expand and improve the presence of participating companies and institutes to 

the global market.  
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